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IMPORTANCE OF KEY ELEMENTAL AND
ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS

§ Giant planets have played a
significant role in shaping the
architecture of our planetary
system and the evolution of the
smaller, inner worlds.
§ Elemental and isotopic composition
measurements allow to retrieve the
history of the formation/migration of
giant planets starting from the
protosolar nebula, and the effects of
their migration on the overall
architecture of the solar system.
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IMPORTANCE OF KEY ELEMENTAL AND
ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS
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§ Did the giant planets form at their current heliocentric
distance, or did they migrate?
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Mousis et al. (2020)

Saturn, Uranus and Neptune’s compositions and
their comparison to Jupiter: key to understand
processes such as condensation, clathration,
photoevaporation, etc. that occurred in the
outer part of the protosolar nebula

TOP PRIORITY MEASUREMENT:
NOBLE GASES IN GIANT PLANETS ATMOSPHERES

§ Noble gases have been measured in telluric
planets, in meteorites and in Jupiter
§ In situ measurements by ESA Huygens probe
have shown that Titan is impoverished in Ar, Kr,
and Xe
§ Noble gases have been measured by ESA
Rosetta strongly depleted in comet 67P/C-G
The noble gas measurements in Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune are expected to
provide strong constraints on their
formation conditions as well as on the
origin of the outer solar system

Mousis et al. (2010)
Isotopic composition of cometary
xenon might come
from a nucleosynthetic source different from that
which produced solar xenon (Marty et al. 2017).

Noble gas measurements in Saturn, Uranus or
Neptune would allow to check this finding!

ADVANTAGES OF IN SITU MEASUREMENTS
Case of Neptune

§ Exploration of Jupiter, where key
measurements such as the
determination of the noble
gases and helium abundances
have only been made in situ by the
NASA Galileo probe.
§ The well-mixed atmosphere, where
the bulk abundances can be
measured, is well below the layers
reached by remote-sensing only.
From Atreya et al., IAC-18-44157 (2018)

IN SITU MEASUREMENTS ARE MISSING!!

Galileo Probe

Juno
May not correspond
to the bulk abundance

See compilations of data in Atreya et al. (2018), Mousis et al. (2018)

LESSONS LEARNT FROM NASA JUNO MISSION

A highly complex distribution of ammonia within Jupiter…

Base of ammonia cloud in Jupiter predicted at ~0.7 bar by equilibrium models while Juno MWR data show well-mixed
ammonia is only reached at atmospheric pressures in the 30-100 bars (Bolton et al. 2017, Li et al. 2017).
In the case of the icy giants, well-mixed water may be found only at several kilobars to tens of kilobars pressure levels (Atreya
et al. 2018).

LESSONS LEARNT FROM JUNO

A highly complex distribution of ammonia within Jupiter…

Isotopes and noble gases are well-mixed,
and not pressure dependent

Base of ammonia cloud in Jupiter predicted at ~0.7 bar by equilibrium models while Juno MWR data show well-mixed
ammonia is only reached at atmospheric pressures in the 30-100 bars (Bolton et al. 2017, Li et al. 2017).
In the case of the icy giants, well-mixed water may be found only at several kilobars to tens of kilobars pressure levels (Atreya
et al. 2018).

PROBES IDENTIFY
PROCESSES AT WORK IN
SATURN
THE ATMOSPHERES
AS A METEOROLOGICAL
LABORATORY
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In situ studies allow
studying the chemical,
dynamical, and aerosolforming processes at work
from the thermosphere to
the troposphere below the
cloud decks

REQUIRED MEASUREMENTS

§ T–P profile down to the 10-bar level
§ Tropospheric abundances of noble gases and
their isotopes: trace materials in the subreservoirs
of the protosolar nebula.
§ Tropospheric abundances of C, N, S, and P,
down to 10- bar (40-bar level for the Ice Giants).

Saturn

Neptune

§ Isotopic ratios in H, N, O, and C: trace the main
reservoirs in the PSN.
§ Cloud and haze properties
§ Ortho-to-para hydrogen ratio: vertical
convection through the atmosphere.
§ Vertical wind profile
§ Conductivity: lightning, aerosol microphysics.
Adapted from Hueso & Sanchez-Lavega (2020)

PAYLOAD AND MISSION DESIGN
Instrument

Measurements

Mass Spectrometer

Elemental and chemical
composition
Isotopic composition
High molecular mass organics

Atmospheric Structure
Instrument

Pressure, temperature, density,
molecular weight profile,
lightning

Tunable Laser System

Isotopic Composition

Helium Abundance Detector

Helium abundance

Radio Science Experiment

Measure winds, speed and
direction
Chemical composition

Nephelometer

Cloud structure, solid/liquid
particles

Speed of Sound Instrument

Ortho/Para hydrogen ratio

Net-flux radiometer

Thermal/solar energy

Different mission architectures can be considered,
all based on an entry probe that would descend
through the stratosphere and troposphere under
parachute down to a minimum of 1-10 bars
(depending on the objectives)
ESA M5 Call

Hera – Saturn Entry Probe Mission
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reduced and is only 10% of the entry mass. In the
this figure are the conditions at which HEEET
study that follows, we primarily focus on the EFPA
material has been tested in arc-jet and laser heating
= -19° case, corresponding to a probe entry system
facilities. HEEET acreage material is very well
mass of 200 kg.
behaved at these extreme conditions and at shear
Figure E.2 shows the stagnation point heat-flux
levels that are far greater than the anticipated Saturn
and impact pressure along trajectories that are
entry conditions. Adoption of HEEET, in
bounded by ±10° latitude (including equatorial)
partnership with NASA and ARC, minimizes the
with EFPAs between -8° and -19°. Also shown in
TPS technology risk for this mission.
Table E.1 Entry System Mass Estimates
Entry Flight Path Angle
-8
-19
(EFPA), degrees
Mass, kg
TPS Material
Carbon
Carbon
HEEET
HEEET
Phenolic
Phenolic
Entry System (total mass)
215
255
199
223
Deceleration module
92.6
132.6
76.6
100.6
Forebody TPS (HEEET)
40
80
24
48
Afterbody TPS
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
Structure
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
Parachute
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
Separate Hardware
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
Harness
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
Thermal Control
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
Descent Module
122.7
122.7
122.7
122.7
Communication
13
13
13
13
C&DH Subsystem
18.4
18.4
18.4
18.4
Power Subsystem
221
221
221
221
Structure
30
30
30
30
Harness
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
Thermal Control
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
Science Instrument
25
25
25
25
Separate Hardware
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

Note. Deceleration of (or Entry System) module 1m diameter aeroshell, 36 km/s inertial velocity, 10 deg
latitude). The descent module mass estimate, except for the Science Instruments, are the same as that of
Galileo Probe. Additional mass savings are likely when the descent system structure is adjusted for
reduction in scale as well as entry g-load. Galileo design-to g-load was 350. Saturn probe entry g-load with
3-sigma excursions will be less than 150 g’s.

Table E.2 Entry g-loading, TPS mass comparison between HEEET and Carbon Phenolic,

HERITAGE AND PREVIOUS STUDIES
Galileo probe

Galileo
ESA M5 Call

PEP
Planetary Entry Probes

Hera – Saturn Entry Probe Mission

Hera M4
and M5
proposals

Hera

Saturn

Intro

Entry Probe

Mission

IFP
ESTEC, 30th June 2010
Prepared by the PEP/ CDF* Team
PEP - Assessment Study

ESA Huygens probe

ESA KRONOS
proposal

A Proposal in Response
to the ESA Call for a
Medium-size mission opportunity
in ESA’s Science Programme
for launch in 2029-2030 (M5)

(*) ESTEC Concurrent Design Facility
1

ESA PEP study

Olivier J. Mousis,
David H. Atkinson
and the Hera Team

October 5, 2016
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POSSIBLE MISSION CONCEPTS: SATURN

Partnership with NASA for future NF missions?
Example of scenario: small Saturn probe (70 kg) + CRSC
(<50 kg) could be launched with DragonFly (NASA New
Frontier mission to Saturn’s moon Titan).
§ International consortium between Europe and US. Budget: 150200 millions euros (NASA SIMPLEX, ESA missions of opportunity,
funding from participating countries, etc).
§ Probe designed to reach the 1-bar level and should provide noble
gas and isotopes measurements
§ Unique opportunity to go back to Saturn before the 2040s?

GALILEO
Orbiter
System exploration

CASSINI
Orbiter
System exploration

JUNO
Internal structure

CASSINI
Proximal Orbits
Internal structure
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POSSIBLE MISSION CONCEPTS: ICE GIANTS

§ NASA flagship mission toward Uranus or Neptune in the
early 2030s
§ Possible ESA contributions, including an entry probe as a
junior companion carried to the ice giant atmosphere by
a NASA orbiter, are currently under evaluation (M*
Mission Opportunity).

ESA CDF probe study

A PROBE COMMUNITY READY FOR THE CHALLENGE
… through international conferences (International Planetary Probe Workshop,…) and specialized workshops!!

Upcoming Special Issue of Space Science Reviews titled
In Situ Exploration of the Ice Giants: Science and Technology

A PROBE COMMUNITY READY FOR THE CHALLENGE
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Special Issue of Space Science Reviews titled
the Upcoming
In Situ Exploration of the Ice Giants: Science and Technology

